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Shape analyses such as [1,2] aim at computing precise structural invariants over memory states. For instance,
they can infer properties of linked data-structures, and help verifying safety properties such as absence of me-
mory errors or the preservation of global structural invariants. They use separation logic [3] in order to describe
memory states : they describe separate memory regions with logical predicates that either very precisely define
the contents or memory cells, or summarize them using high level recursive predicates. Such predicates can
describe structures such as linked lists and binary trees. Recent works [4] extended such analyses with set pre-
dicates to describe structures with sharing, provided they have at least one recursive backbone (the best example
is a graph with a representation based on adjacency lists).
However, they cannot cope well with data-structures that do not have any form of recursive pattern. Examples
include graphs without adjacency lists and union find structures.
The purpose of this internship is to study another form of summarization based on arbitrary sets of memory
regions, that will be abstracted separately.
To achieve this, the internship will consider the following tasks :

1. Definition and formalization of an extension to separation logics to express summary predicates de-
fined by universal quantification over a set. This task consists in defining the new logical connector and
the general form of logical predicates that the analysis will manipulate together with the associated abs-
traction relation (the tie between program states and logical formulas that describe them). Moreover, this
will also be the opportunity to check that the logics allows to write paper proofs for programs manipulating
structures such as union finds or graphs without adjacency lists.

2. Definition of the abstract domain operations. The second task aims at defining the core analysis algo-
rithms. Analyses based on inductive predicates [1,2] need to unfold inductive predicates to materialize
cells and analyze updates precisely, and to fold inductive predicates in order to guarantee the termina-
tion of the analysis. The counterpart for these unfolding and folding mechanism, using the set of logical
predicates fixed in the first point need to be defined, formalized, and proved correct.

3. Implementation and evaluation. The final step consists in the implementation and evaluation of the
analysis. This implementation will be done in the context of the MemCAD static analyzer [5], so as
to reuse the definition of basic logical predicates and analysis algorithms, and implement only the new
constructions and algorithms defined in the two previous points.

Pré-requis : .
For this internship, it would be preferable that the student is familiar enough with abstract interpretation tech-
niques as taught in lecture "2–6 Abstract Interpretation : Application to Verification and Static Analysis".
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